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Important notice 

— This document is referred to hereafter as the “Report” and has been prepared on the basis set out in our Agreement for Consultancy Services (CA1 – Form 4) with 
the London Borough of Sutton (“the Client”, “LBS”, or “the Council”) dated 25th January 2017 (the “Services Contract”), and should be read in conjunction with the 
Services Contract. 

— Nothing in this report constitutes a valuation or legal advice. 

— We have not verified the reliability or accuracy of any information obtained in the course of our work, other than in the limited circumstances set out in the Services 
Contract. 

— This Report is for the benefit of the Client.  

— This Report has not been designed to be of benefit to anyone except the Client.  In preparing this Report we have not taken into account the interests, needs or 
circumstances of anyone apart from the Client, even though we may have been aware that others might read this Report.  We have prepared this report for the 
benefit of the Client alone. 

— This Report is not suitable to be relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against KPMG LLP (other than the Client) for any purpose or in any context.  Any 
party other than the Client that obtains access to this Report or a copy (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 
2002, through the Client’s Publication Scheme or otherwise) and chooses to rely on this Report (or any part of it) does so at its own risk.  To the fullest extent 
permitted by law, KPMG LLP does not assume any responsibility and will not accept any liability in respect of this Report to any party other than the Client.   

— In particular, and without limiting the general statement above, since we have prepared this Report for the benefit of the Client alone, this Report has not been 
prepared for the benefit of any other organisation nor for any other person who might have an interest in the matters discussed in this Report.  

— Please note that the Services Contract makes this Report confidential between the Client and us.  It has been released to the Client on the basis that it shall not be 
copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent.  Any disclosure of this Report beyond what is permitted under the Services 
Contract will prejudice substantially this firm’s commercial interests.  A request for our consent to any such wider disclosure may result in our agreement to these 
disclosure restrictions being lifted in part.  If the Client receives a request for disclosure of the product of our work or this Report under the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000 or the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002, having regard to these actionable disclosure restrictions the Client should let us know and should not 
make a disclosure in response to any such request without first consulting KPMG LLP and taking into account any representations that KPMG LLP might make. 
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1 Background 
1.1 Introduction 
The Sutton Decentralised Energy Network (“SDEN”), is a heat distribution network that will utilise heat generated from existing Landfill Gas (“LFG”) turbines, and an 
energy recovery facility (“ERF”) currently being constructed by Viridor, to initially supply sustainable low temperature hot water to the Felnex estate development 
(“Phase 1”), with ambitions to further extend the network throughout the wider LBS region (the “Project”). The successful delivery of the Project is the ideal platform 
to help drive LBS’s ambitions of achieving ‘Zero Carbon’ emissions.  

As part of the development of the Project, LBS have prepared a financial model (“the Model”) to support the business case for their investment in the Project. In May 
2015, the project team presented a version of the Model (the “HEB Model”) to the Housing, Economy and Business Committee, which was used to gain approval for 
the procurement of the Project to proceed. The HEB Model forecasted the Project generating a: 

— Pre-Tax Nominal Project IRR of 9.04%; and 

— Total nominal cumulative surplus cash balance of £1.54m. 

In order for LBS to make its Final Investment Decision whether to proceed with the Project, we understand the final Model must present both a Pre-Tax Nominal 
Project IRR greater than, or equal to 9.04%, and a total nominal cumulative surplus cash flow of £1.54m. 

To gain a level of comfort that the Model used to support the Investment Decision in the Project has been prepared on a sound and robust basis, LBS have engaged 
KPMG to undertake a review of the Model. It is important to note that this is not a financial model audit or a due diligence exercise. 

1.2 Structure of approach 
We have structured our assignment into three key stages: 

— Stage 1) Inception: An initial kick-off meeting with the Model author from LBS to gain an understanding of the status of the Project, the commercial construct 
and structure; and be presented with a walk through of the financial model, to cover: the financial model structure; how the commercial structure has been 
reflected in the financial model; source of key assumptions; financial model workings; key financial model outputs/metrics; and how the SDEN Project Team use 
the financial outputs. 

— Stage 2) Initial Review: Undertake a review of the HEB Model (Scope of work and methodology is outlined in Section 1.3.1 of the Report below), documenting 
any findings for consideration as part of the final update to the Model. 

— Stage 3) Secondary Review: Undertake a review of the final Model, reflecting any updates made as a result of the Initial Review, along with updates to reflect 
the final contractual positions as a result of the procurement process undertaken. 
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1.3 Scope of work and methodology 
It is important to note that this model review assignment does not constitute a model audit, nor a due diligence exercise. Instead as requested, we have undertaken 
a review of the Model. 

The main purpose of the review is to initially check the HEB Model for accuracy and integrity, and then subsequently to validate the changes made from the HEB 
Model to the final Model. In order to fulfil this brief we have undertaken the following stages and steps to validate the Model. 

1.3.1 Initial Review 
As part of the Initial Review of the Model, we have undertaken a six point check review process. We have: 

— Performed basic integrity checks to ensure that the financial statements balance and that the Model is operating as intended; 

— Utilising KPMG proprietary software, reviewed the formulaic consistency and the structural integrity of the financial model; 

— Reviewed and challenged the underlying inputs and assumptions; 

— Tested the robustness of the financial model formulae; and 

— Undertook an overall accuracy assessment involving the tracking of inputs to outputs by carrying out an independent calculation of key numbers in the Model in 
order to validate the outputs. 

1.3.2 Secondary Review 
As part of the Secondary Review, we have: 

— Requested a list of the changes made from the HEB Model to the final Model (“Schedule of Changes”); 

— Extracted a summary schedule of all key inputs and assumptions underpinning the revised Model and the key output measures; 

— Compared this extract to the previous one derived from the original HEB Model, to identify the specific input variances between the two models; 

— Cross compared those input variances to the Schedule of Changes provided by LBS to identify any changes that have been incorporated, those that have been 
omitted, and any new changes that were not expected. 

— For those that have been incorporated we have checked to see how they have been applied to the Model and the reasonableness and accuracy of that 
application. 
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2 Summary findings and recommendations 
As outlined in our Methodology, upon conclusion of the Initial Review, LBS were issued with KPMG’s Initial Review Findings. In response to these Initial Review 
Findings, LBS provided a revised final model (‘Sutton Financial Model Final Phase 1 21.4.17 with briefing paper tables.xlsx’) for Second Review, along with written 
responses to all of the Initial Review Findings raised to provide an adequate audit trail of actions taken by LBS are part of this assignment (refer to Appendix 1).  

The outcome from performing the Second Review is that a majority of the points we have raised have been cleared on the basis of the responses provided by LBS 
or changes made to the model. Whilst not being a formal model audit, the steps undertaken in both stages of the assignment should provide a level of comfort to 
LBS as to the integrity of the underlying calculations in the financial model.  

The following points are the final findings from completion of our assignment and we would recommend LBS consider addressing these within the financial model in 
due course. For the purposes of helping the reader gauge the impact of the point, we have stated, where possible, whether the point once addressed would have a 
positive or negative impact on the cumulative cash balance which we are aware is a key approval criteria. 

• Total Funding Requirement / Interest During Constriction (“IDC”): Row 15 on the Debt Repayments worksheet appears to be double counting IDC of 
£204k, by including it once in the individual IDC Row and then again in Row 13 (Principal Repayment – as IDC is now rolled into the balance). Furthermore, 
whilst the model refers to IDC being “Capitalised” in cell C8 of the Debt Repayment worksheet, the P&L does not appear to include the corresponding 
amortisation charge associated with this capitalised amount (and should be amended for completeness). 

Amendment to reflect these points will have a positive impact on the cumulative cash position presented. 

• Corporation Tax: The model currently excludes any forecasted tax expense to be incurred by the project company. As the Project will be set up as a 
standalone legal entity, it will be subject to Corporation Tax. By way of example to provide a high level impact quantification, using the current financial model 
and assuming that: all interest is deductible for tax purposes; 75% of CAPEX is eligible for capital allowances; and a long-term tax rate of 17.0%, forecasted tax 
payments over the life of the project of c £400k would result. 

Amendment to reflect corporation tax would have a negative impact on the cumulative cash position presented. Alternatively, should the key 
metrics used to assess the investment decision by LBS be on a pre-tax basis, this should be clearly stated. 

• Project Timeline / Revenue during construction: The Model currently assumes for those units constructed in 2017 (125), 50% of those dwellings will generate 
heat revenue this year. Given it is now May 2017, the likelihood of having 50% of the first years dwelling revenue by the end of 2017 may not be a valid 
assumption to be used. We would recommend that the relevant dates within the final version of the model are updated to align to the final programme dates for 
completeness. 

Amendment to timelines may have a positive or negative impact depending on the overall programme date change and subsequent profile changes 
to be made to the model. 
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• Commencement Date: Row 40 of the P&L worksheet shows the cost of the ERF commencing 2025. This appears to be a slightly different assumption to the 
input driving the model in Row 28 of the Change Log to HEB & Energy Flow worksheet, which states the ERF commences in 2024. Given the cost of purchasing 
heat from the ERF (£60k per annum) is more expensive than LFG (£12k per annum), the cost of heat purchase for 2024 is potentially understated. Furthermore, 
despite revenue being recognised for residential units constructed in 2017 and 2018, the cost of purchasing heat does not commence until 2019. We would 
recommend these cost timing profiles are updated accordingly for completeness. 

Amendment to the ERF commencement date would have a negative impact on the cumulative cash position. In addition, the omission of purchasing 
heat (or recognising revenue to early) may have a negative impact on the cumulative cash position. 

• Renewable Heat Incentive (“RHI”): We note whilst the assumption input for the “eligible” proportion amount of heat for RHI remains within the model, the RHI 
revenue calculation is no longer taking into account the input %. This was previously assumed to be 50% of total heat generated, reflecting the assumed level of 
biomass content contained within the waste. Based on the current model this is estimated as potentially overstating RHI revenues (in real terms) of c£430k over 
the life of the project.  

Amendment to reflect this RHI correction would have a negative impact on the cumulative cash position. 

In addition to those points listed above as recommendations for change, we would also encourage LBS consider implementing the following change in due course 
as best practice: 

• Balance Sheet: The model does not currently include a forecasted balance sheet position within the Model. Whilst the absence of a Balance Sheet does not 
necessarily directly impact the IRR and/or forecasted cash position of the Project, it does provide users of the Model (whether now or in the future) a general 
level of comfort that the Model is working as intended. That is, all the corresponding debit and credits have been accounted for within the forecasted period. As 
this Model is to reflect the position of SDEN as a standalone entity, we would recommend the author of the Model consider incorporating a simplified balance 
sheet into the Model, along with an automated check to ensure that assets always equal to liabilities and equity. 
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Appendix 1 Initial Review Findings 
A1.1 Introduction 
In accordance with our methodology (Section 1.3.1) we have undertaken a six step process to perform the initial review of the HEB Model, the findings of which are 
set out in the below sections  

A1.2 Basic Integrity Checks 
The basic integrity of a financial model can be validated by undertaking a series of simple integrity checks, which are further explained below. These checks are 
typically automated and monitored via “flags” contained within such financial model. We note however, that such checks do not currently exist within the Model, and 
we have therefore re-performed these checks manually in order to ascertain the outcome these checks. The outcome of which, is summarised below: 

Ref# Integrity 
check 

Outcome: “OK”. “Error” or “Not 
applicable” LBS action LBS response KPMG 2nd Review comment 

1 Balance Sheet 
– ensure that 
assets equal 
liabilities plus 
equity 
throughout the 
Project Life. 

Not applicable 
We note that no Balance Sheet has 
been included within the Model, 
therefore we are unable to validate 
whether the forecasted assets are 
always equal to the Projects 
forecasted liabilities and equity. 

Whilst the absence of a Balance 
Sheet does not necessarily directly 
impact the IRR and/or forecasted 
cash position of the Project, it does 
provide users of the Model a 
general level of comfort that the 
Model is working as intended. That 
is, all the corresponding debit and 
credits have been accounted for 
within the forecasted period. 
As this Model is to reflect the 
position of SDEN as a standalone 
entity, we would recommend the 
author of the Model consider 
incorporating a simplified balance 
sheet into the Model, along with an 
automated check to ensure that 
assets always equal to liabilities and 
equity. 

To date the focus of the financial 
position of the company has been 
on having an I&E position which is 
sustainable over a 25 year period. It 
is accepted that the balance sheet 
position would provide both a useful 
check of the financial model but also 
another view of the financial health 
of the company. LBS will look to 
incorporate a simple balance sheet 
into the financial model. 
 
See comment below on 3 

Carried forward to future iteration 
of the financial model 
No balance sheet has been 
incorporated into the financial 
model. 
KPMG understands that this will be 
incorporated into the financial model 
at a later date. 
Item raised in summary findings and 
recommendations as best practice. 

2 Total funding 
requirement is 
met – total 
funding 
sources equals 
to uses 

Error 
The Project has a total capital 
requirement of £3.188m, and the 
Model assumes that this is 100% 
funded by the Public Works Loan 
Board (“PWLB”) loan facility (the 
“loan facility”). 
Interest During Construction (“IDC”) 
is calculated on amounts borrowed 

We recommend LBS give 
consideration to how they intend to 
service IDC at the Project level. A 
potential solution (which is common 
in traditional Project Finance 
structures) is to include room within 
the loan facility size to cover IDC i.e. 
the Project draws additional monies 
from the loan facility in order to 

The HEB model works on the 
principle that during the first year of 
the construction period there is a 
negative cashflow arising from 
interest during construction. There 
are two options for dealing with this 
firstly either interest on the loan is 
not charged by LBS but instead 
rolled up into future loan payments 

Carried forward to future iteration 
of the financial model 
We note that IDC has been rolled 
into the loan balance and repaid 
over the life of the project – which is 
consistent with one of the two 
options outlined in LBS’ response. 
However, we note that Total 
Financing Payments (Row 15 Debt 
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Ref# Integrity 
check 

Outcome: “OK”. “Error” or “Not 
applicable” LBS action LBS response KPMG 2nd Review comment 

during the construction phase, 
which is currently assumed to be: 
- £114,785 in 2016; and 
- £191,309 in 2017 
and is assumed to be paid by the 
Project at the end of each annual 
period.  
The Model however does not 
include IDC payments when 
calculating the total PWLB loan 
requirement. The implication of 
which is at the end of the first 
annual period, the Model assumes 
the £114,785 (2016) IDC payment is 
funded by an overdraft facility (as 
the Project has insufficient cash 
available to fund the interest 
payment). As the Project is to be set 
up in a standalone entity, we would 
not expect the Project to be given 
an overdraft facility of this nature 
during construction. 
The second IDC payment of 
£191,309 (2017) is assumed to be 
funded by positive net project 
cashflows. A risk exists within the 
Project that the build out profile of 
the units is delayed, and therefore 
the revenue forecasted to service 
the IDC payment does not 
materialise, leaving the Project with 
a cash shortfall in order to make its 
interest payment. 

cover the interest payments during 
construction.  
Furthermore, we would recommend 
LBS undertake sensitivity analysis 
on the implication of a potential 
delay scenarios, in order to 
understand the potential cash 
shortfall exposure, and therefore 
how much funding may need to be 
called upon from LBS to keep the 
Project cash positive during 
construction. 
LBS would need to consider this 
analysis as part of its capital budget 
setting to ensure there is sufficient 
capital cash flow available to cover 
these events. For example LBS may 
wish to consider committing to a 
working capital facility. 

once a cash positive position has 
been reached. This would be dealt 
with under the facility agreement 
once finalised. Alternatively there is 
an option for LBS to provide a 
working capital facility to the 
company to cover payments due in 
the first couple of years until a 
positive cashflow is achieved. 
Interest would be charged on this 
facility. It will be important for LBS to 
keep revenue and capital loans 
separate to ensure correct 
accounting arrangements. 
 
During the second year the negative 
cash flow is removed as the 
connection charges from Barratt’s 
commence. 
 
Measures are being built into the 
contract to provide for 
compensation from Barratt’s in the 
event of delay. 

Repayments) appears to be double 
counting IDC (£204k) by including 
IDC once in the individual IDC Row 
and then again in Row 13 (Principal 
Repayment – as IDC is now rolled 
into the balance). If LBS intend to 
roll interest up during construction, 
then Row 15 needs to be adjusted 
as to not overstate the interest 
expense payable, which ultimately 
flows through to Row 133 of the 
P&L worksheet which in turn is used 
to calculate the cumulative cash 
position. 
Amendment to this will have a 
positive impact on the cumulative 
cash position. 
Furthermore, whilst the model refers 
to IDC being “Capitalised” in cell C8 
of the Debt Repayment worksheet, 
the P&L does not appear to include 
the corresponding amortisation 
charge associated with this 
capitalised amount, this should be 
amended for completeness.  
Item raised in summary findings and 
recommendations as a potential 
change. 

3 Tax check – 
check using a 
global tax 
calculation 
based on 
assumptions 
applied in the 

Not applicable 
We note that no tax calculations 
have been included within the 
Model, therefore we have been 
unable to validate their integrity. 
The impact of excluding tax 
calculations within the Model, is that 

We would recommend LBS include 
the calculation of tax payable within 
the Model. This is consistent with 
other projects set up of this nature 
and produces a more accurate 
reflection of the standalone entity. 

To date the financial model has not 
included calculations for the 
potential tax liability of the company. 
It is accepted that future versions of 
the model post financial close 
should include a calculation of tax 
payable. 

Carried forward to future iteration 
of the financial model 
Tax payments have not yet been 
incorporated in the financial model. 
We note LBS in their response will 
consider including liabilities post 
financial close. 
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Ref# Integrity 
check 

Outcome: “OK”. “Error” or “Not 
applicable” LBS action LBS response KPMG 2nd Review comment 

Model which 
are: 
- Corporation 

Tax rate = 
[X]% 
through the 
Project life 

- All project 
losses are 
utilised by 
offsetting 
against 
future 
projects 
prior to 
making any 
payments 
of tax 

- Assets are 
written 
down at a 
rate of 18% 
per annum 
for main 
pool rate 
assets, and 
8% per 
annum for 
long-life 
pool 
assets. 

it overstates the cumulative surplus 
cash position presented to users / 
decision makers. 
As the Project will be set up on a 
limited company basis, Corporation 
Tax will be a true cost to the Project 
and therefore should be reflected in 
the Model. 

 

At a minimum, we would expect the 
following to be modelled: 
- Corporation tax payable; 
- Tax losses being utilised to 

offset future projected profits 
(noting the recent legislation 
limiting the rate at which losses 
can be offset against current 
period projects); 

- Impact of capital allowances; 
and 

- Deferred tax. 
 

 Notwithstanding LBS’ response, 
given the project company will be 
subject to corporation tax and 
therefore will be a genuine cash 
cost to the project, we would expect 
to see tax reflected in a financial 
model that is used for investment 
decision purposes. For example, 
using the current financial model 
and assuming that: all interest is 
deductible for tax purposes, 75% of 
CAPEX is eligible for capital 
allowances, and a long-term tax rate 
of 17.0%, would result in a 
forecasted tax payment over the life 
of the project of c £400k – which 
would immediately reduce the total 
cumulative cash  presented 
(£1.6m). 
Alternatively, we would expect the 
key metrics used to assess the 
investment decision clearly state 
they are on a pre-tax basis. 
Item raised in summary findings and 
recommendations as a potential 
change. 

4 Cash balance 
– check the 
project account 
is always 
positive 

Error 
As discussed in Integrity Check #2, 
the Model projects a cash shortfall 
of £114k at the end of the first year 
of construction (2016). 
 

We would not expect to see a Model 
forecasting a cash shortfall in any 
base case financial model 
presented for Investment Decision 
purposes. As outlined in Integrity 
Check #2, we recommend LBS give 
consideration to how they intend to 
service IDC. 
If it is agreed that LBS will fund any 
cash shortfalls at the Project level, 

Please see response to comment 
(2.) above. It is not untypical for a 
district energy financial model to 
show negative cash flows in the 
early years. 

Cleared 
As per LBS response, cash position 
remains negative in early years in 
the project (2018-2022). 
 
Based on LBS’ response, KPMG 
understands that this position is 
acceptable to LBS. 
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Ref# Integrity 
check 

Outcome: “OK”. “Error” or “Not 
applicable” LBS action LBS response KPMG 2nd Review comment 

we would expect to see this 
reflected in the Model as to give not 
only a complete picture of the 
Project, but also allow the LBS to 
assess the cash flow impact to them 
of any potential contributions to be 
made and budgeted for. 

5 Retained 
earnings – 
check that the 
retained 
earnings in the 
P&L matches 
retained 
earning 
changes in the 
Balance Sheet 

Not applicable 
As discussed in Integrity Check #1 
above, the Model does not include a 
Balance Sheet, nor Retained 
Earning calculations. Therefore we 
have been unable to validate this 
check. 

Further to our recommendations for 
Integrity Checks #1, #2, #3 and #4, 
we would recommend LBS 
incorporate at a minimum, a 
simplified balance sheet into the 
Model. 
The forecasting of retained earnings 
is of particular importance, in the 
context that LBS focuses on the 
surplus cash generated by the 
Project as a measure of its viability. 
The future treatment of surplus cash 
is a key strategic issue that needs to 
be explicitly agreed and 
documented by LBS as 
shareholders of the Project. 
For example will surplus cash be 
retained by the Project, or is it being 
distributed back to LBS as 
dividends?  If retained, is it being re-
invested? If distributed, has LBS 
agreed a dividend policy to facilitate 
the repatriation of cash from the 
Project back to LBS – are any 
forecasted dividends likely to be 
“trapped” due to insufficient 
accounting profits. 

Please see response to (1.) above. 
Consideration will be given to 
possible ways of distributing profits 
back to LBS. This will be 
incorporated into future versions of 
the financial model. 

Cleared 
No balance sheet has been 
incorporated into the financial 
model. 
KPMG understands that this will be 
incorporated into the financial model 
at a later date. 
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Ref# Integrity 
check 

Outcome: “OK”. “Error” or “Not 
applicable” LBS action LBS response KPMG 2nd Review comment 

6 Total debt is 
repaid – check 
that the debt is 
fully repaid 
during the life 
of the Project. 

Error 
Based on the final modelled period 
being 2041, the debt drawn by the 
Project (£3.188m) is not fully repaid 
by this point, an amount of £235k 
(plus interest) remains outstanding 
(Debt Repayments: Cell AE11). 
This appears to be caused by the 
assumption that the loan is repaid 
over a 25 year period, beginning 
2018 and so maturity being 2042. 
Note that by assuming a 2018 start 
date, this reflects a time period of 
two years after construction 
commenced. In addition, the P&L 
and IRR are only forecasted until 
2041 (not 2042). 
The impact of this is that the total 
cumulative surplus cash generated 
by the Project (£1.5m) including 
debt repayments, is overstated by 
£235k (plus interest) as this liability 
is still to be repaid. This does not 
necessarily impact the IRR, as the 
IRR is based on project cash flows 
(not financing) and that the IRR is 
currently presented on a pre-tax 
basis. Note if measuring on a post-
tax basis, the IRR would be 
effected.  

We would recommend LBS: 
- Makes it explicitly clear within 

the Model when the loan is to 
be repaid by i.e. refer to the 
(any) terms agreed with LBS, is 
it 25 years from the first 
drawdown, or is it 25 years from 
the start of operations; and 

- Updated the Model to ensure 
this is reflected in the forecasted 
financial statements accordingly 
and therefore provide a more 
accurate forecasted financial 
position of the Project. 

At this point we would also highlight 
and seek clarity to confirm whether 
LBS has considered the affordability 
cash flow impact in its capacity as 
borrower of the PWLB and then 
being the on-lender to the Project as 
part of its financing strategy. For 
example, depending on the PWLB 
instrument taken out, LBS will be 
required to make capital and 
interest payments on the borrowing 
from the commencement of the 
PWLB drawdown, whilst the project 
will not be making any capital 
repayment against the loan LBS has 
on-lent during the construction 
phase. LBS will therefore need to 
budget accordingly for mismatch 
during the early years. 

See comments under (2) above. It is 
correct that due to the principle 
repayments commencing at the end 
of construction these are not fully 
repaid by the end of the model, but 
it is also not expected that SDEN 
will terminate operations in year 25, 
this was simply the cut off date 
selected for the model. There will 
naturally be financial obligations 
which extend past this point. 
 
Loan terms will be clearly set out in 
the loan facility agreement.  
LBS has agreed with its external 
auditor, Grant Thornton a 
dispensation regarding the payment 
of minimum revenue provision for 
loans to this project. Loans will be 
made to the company to match 
capital expenditure profiles and 
minimise any cost of carry on the 
project. LBS will either roll up 
interest due on loans in the first 1 or 
2 years until cashflows become 
positive or provide a working capital 
facility for the project. 
 
 

Cleared 
Based on LBS’ response, KPMG 
understands that this position is 
acceptable to LBS. 
 

Notwithstanding the individual recommendations and considerations listed in the above table, we would also recommend that all these integrity checks are built into 
the Model, summarised in a standalone worksheet. Typically the checks are built to return either an “OK” or “ERROR” value, quickly highlighting to the user whether 
something is wrong within the Model.  
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A1.3 Formulaic consistency and the structural integrity of the financial model 
Utilising KPMG proprietary software, we have reviewed the formulaic consistency and the structural integrity of the financial model. For the avoidance of doubt, this 
step does not constitute a model audit, nor due diligence exercise. 

In terms of findings, we have only listed those points identified which either currently result in a change to the IRR or cumulative cash position previously presented, 
or those which could impact these metrics if assumptions were to be changed in the future. 

We have purposely omitted “best practice” type issues from our review, given the nature of the assignment. 

 

# Reference Issue / Implication LBS Action LBS Response KPMG final comment 

Issue results in IRR/forecasted cumulative cash issue 
1 Energy flows: 

Range 
C16:AA16 
P&L: Range 
C16:AA16 

Issue 
Projected costs for “Additional heat purchased from 
LFG/ERF and pre-stored and then used from store when 
ERF/LFG off line” are assumed to commence in 2027 and 
conclude in 2040. 
Our understanding is that this cost will only be payable 
when the Project is purchasing heat from the ERF. 
Therefore, should this cost not commence in 2028 and 
conclude in 2041? 
The cause of this issue is driven by the formula used in Row 
16 of the Energy Flows worksheet, which refers to the 
following year of ERF heat volume (Row 27), thereby 
bringing the cost forward one annual period. 
Implication 
As the projected cost starts and finishes a year earlier than 
potentially required to do so, the IRR and cumulative cash 
position will be (immaterially) impacted. 
A high-level estimation of the impact results in the IRR 
increasing by 0.00014% and the cumulative cash position 
decreasing by £75. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised and assess 
whether the Model needs to 
be updated, as based on our 
current understanding of the 
Project and Model, this 
results in an error (albeit 
minor) to the IRR and 
cumulative surplus cash 
forecasted. 

As pointed out this produces 
no material impact to the 
model as submitted to HEB, 
and in any event these dates 
have changed during 
negotiation. 
 
Any miss match will be 
corrected when these dates 
change. 

Cleared 
We note that the Additional 
heat purchased from 
LFG/ERF has been removed 
from the updated model, 
therefore removing the 
mismatch. 
 

2 P&L: Range 
H3:H145 

Issue 
There is twelve months’ worth of operating revenues and 
costs for the year 2017 included within the Model. Within the 
same period, capital expenditure is still shown as being 
incurred. We would not expect to see a full year of 
operational revenue and costs if the network is still 
undergoing construction. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised and assess 
whether the Model needs to 
be updated, as based on our 
current understanding of the 
Project and Model, this 
results in an error to the IRR 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB.  
 
The model was based on 
initial estimates of what 
would be constructed. This is 
an annual model and it is not 

Carried forward to future 
iteration of the financial 
model: 
We note that for the purposes 
of calculating operations and 
heat sales, LBS has 
calculated a separate build 
out profile for residential 
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# Reference Issue / Implication LBS Action LBS Response KPMG final comment 

Note: this is discussed in more detail under Section A1.4 
Project Timeline assumptions #1. 
Implication 
The forecasted IRR will be overstated as it assumes 
positive net cashflows are incurred earlier in the life of the 
Project, than what is expected to be the case. 
Due to the nature of this issue, we are unable to perform a 
high level estimation to assess the impact – this is a 
structural model issue which needs to be addressed in order 
to determine the impact. 

and cumulative surplus cash 
forecasted. 

planned to add the 
granularity of monthly 
revenues/costs. To be 
prudent for the final model 
revenues for part years will 
be ignored and only taken in 
once a full year of revenues 
is projected 

dwellings, which assumes of 
those dwelling constructed in 
a given year, only 50% of 
those will be available to sell 
heat to. For example for 
those units constructed in 
2017 (125), 50% of those 
dwelling are assumed to 
generate heat revenue i.e. 
they come online in H2 2017. 
Given it is now May 2017, we 
would question the likelihood 
of having 50% of the first 
years dwelling revenue by 
the end of 2017. 
Furthermore, based on LBS 
Response to 1.2.3 we note 
that the expected 
construction period is 9 
months – therefore, we would 
have expected to see the 
adjusted dwelling profile 
reflect when construction 
would commence. 
We would recommend for the 
final version of the model that 
relevant dates are updated to 
align to the final programme 
dates. 
Item raised in summary 
findings and 
recommendations as a 
potential change. 

Issue may result in error if inputs change 
3 Building Data: 

Range Q5:Q10 
Issue 
Cells Q5:Q10 on the Building Data worksheet contain a 
switch which allows each residential and retail phase to be 
included or excluded in the revenues and costs of the 
Model. 
When this switch is selected as 'Off' the only categories in 
the P&L worksheet to be adjusted are: 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model to improve both the 
flexibility and structural 
integrity as part of modelling 
best practice, in particular to 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB.  
 
This cell grouping is a 
hangover from an earlier 
version of the model and 

Cleared 
We note that functionality has 
been removed, consistent 
with LBS’ response. 
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# Reference Issue / Implication LBS Action LBS Response KPMG final comment 

- Metering and Billing; and 
- HIU and Secondary Network Operation and 

Maintenance. 
All other revenues and costs in respect of these phases 
continue to be included in the Model. 
Implication 
If the user wishes to sensitise the Project by excluding a 
specific residential or retail phase, then simply turning this 
switch off would not flow through as the user would expect it 
to, and therefore creates a potential for errors in analysis 
and decision making.  

accommodate changes to 
inputs and or sensitivity 
analysis. 

needs to be removed. The 
Felnex development will 
connect in its entirety and 
that is what this model needs 
to consider. 

4 Revenue and 
Tariffs: Range 
J7:J11 
Assumptions: 
Cell D33 

Issue 
Cell D33 on the Assumptions worksheet is labelled as "split 
of charges which are fixed", whereas cells J7:J11 on the 
Revenues and Tariffs worksheet, which are dependent on 
this cell, are labelled 'Variable Percentage'. 
Implication 
Cell D33 on the Assumptions worksheet indicates that the 
percentage of revenues that are fixed should be 60%, 
whereas throughout the Model the variable percentage is 
60%. Therefore this means that either this label is incorrect 
or the Model is using incorrect fixed/variable percentages 
throughout. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB.  
 
The label in the Assumptions 
tab just needs to be changed 
to show this is the variable 
element as per the revenues 
sheet. The logic is correct in 
terms of a 60% variable 
revenue. 
 
However, in the final model 
this will be removed as the 
actual tariffs will be inserted. 
 

Cleared 
Consistent with LBS 
response, the label has been 
updated in the model. 
 
It should be noted that the 
split between fixed and 
variable revenues is now only 
applicable to commercial 
revenues. Residential 
revenue is driven by a two 
individual fixed tariff a 
variable tariffs. 

5 RHI: Range 
C7:AA7 

Issue 
There is a discrepancy in the formulas driving the values in 
row 7 of the RHI worksheet. The formula in the first five 
columns (cells C7:G7) are driven by a link to the Energy 
Flows worksheet, however, the formula in the following six 
columns (cells H7:M7) are then driven by the preceding 
column i.e. H7=G7 etc. This same inconsistency applies to 
N7 which is driven by Energy Flows!O27 and then O7:AA7 
are driven by the preceding column i.e. O7=N7 etc. 
Implication 
There is a risk that if inputs for a specific year are changed 
in Energy Flows worksheet, these will not flow through to 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB. As long as the landfill 
gas date doesn’t change then 
there is not issue.  
 
However, for completeness 
the final model will sum the 
rows in the Energy Flow 
spreadsheet from LFG and 
ERF and then logic added to 

Cleared 
We note the formula has 
been updated to be linked to 
ERF Heat on the ‘Change 
Log to HEB & energy Flow’ 
worksheet, across the whole 
of row 7 in the ‘RHI’ 
worksheet. 
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the corresponding year in the RHI worksheet, thereby 
creating an error in the forecasted RHI revenues assumed 
in the Model. 

ensure that the switch works 
automatically. 

6 P&L: Cells: 
'H10 
H11:I11 
H12:J12 
H23:R23 
H37 
H38:I38 
H39:J39 
H52:R52 
S53:AF53 
H75 

Issue 
All values in these cells are hardcoded values set to 0.  
Implication 
If the dates for the Project were to change, there would be 
an inflexibility in the Model to handle such a change as each 
of these hardcoded values would also need to be manually 
changed. 
This creates a risk of an error in the Model as these 
hardcoded values may not be identified when the Model is 
changed and left at their original values. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB 
 
In the final model for 
completeness where possible 
these hard coded cells set to 
“0” will be removed. 

Cleared 
Consistent with LBS 
response, the hardcoded 
values on the P&L worksheet 
have now been removed. 

7 P&L: Range 
G3:G145 

Issue 
Revenues and costs for the year 2016 are hardcoded as “0” 
into the P&L worksheet.  
Implication 
This creates a level of inflexibility within the Model, should 
the dates for the Project change. If the dates were changed 
so that revenues or costs were to be included within the first 
annual period (2016), then there is a risk that these values 
are not adjusted appropriately and thereby resulting in an 
error. Moreover, we do note that date has now passed. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model submitted to 
HEB. 
 
In the final model for 
completeness where possible 
these hard coded cells set to 
“0” will be removed. 

Cleared 
Consistent with LBS 
response,  
all figures for 2016 have been 
removed from P&L 
worksheet. 

8 P&L: Range 
L26:AF26 
L27:AF27 

Issue 
For years 2021 onwards, the formula for the two cost 
categories 'Elec for EC plant operation' and 'Elec CCL for 
plant operation' are driven by the year 2020 values. This is 
due to the cells in ranges L26:AF26 and L27:AF27 being 
anchored to cell H23 on the Energy Flows worksheet. 
Implication 
If “EC plant electricity consumption” were to change from 
2021 onwards, then the assumption would not flow through 
the Model as intended, thereby creating a potential for error 
if inputs were to change. 

We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 
issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

This doesn’t result in an error 
in the model as submitted to 
HEB, as energy sales do not 
increase after this date 
against which this is 
calculated. 
 
In the final model for 
completeness linking to the 
future years will take place 

Cleared 
Consistent with LBS 
response, Elec for EC Plant 
Operation and Elec CCL for 
Plant Operation are now 
linked to the volume input for 
the year in which they relate. 
 

9 Debt 
repayments: 

Issue We would recommend LBS 
review and consider this 

This doesn’t result in an error 
to the model as submitted to 
HEB. 

Cleared 
Consistent with LBS 
response, Capital costs 
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Range 
E10:AF10 

Cells in range H10:AF10, which are used to determine the 
amount of the loan facility drawn during construction, are 
linked to blank cells within the Capital Costs worksheet.  
Implication 
There is a risk that if the Capital Costs worksheet 
structurally changes and/or values are entered in cells 
unintentionally, resulting in either not enough debt being 
drawn by the Model, or too much debt will being drawn. 
Note this potential error would be flagged by the #2 Model 
Integrity Check – Total Funding Requirement, if 
incorporated.  

issue raised, and update the 
Model accordingly. 

However, for completeness in 
the final model the capex 
spreadsheet will be extended 
to all years of the model and 
link to this debt repayment 
sheet. 

worksheet has now been 
updated to follow a timeline 
across the whole project life. 
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A1.4 Review and challenge the underlying inputs and assumptions 
We have extracted a schedule of all key inputs and assumptions underpinning the forecasted IRR and cumulative cash generated positions. We have then 
subsequently reviewed, and where appropriate to do so, provided challenge to those assumptions. Our comments and clarifications on the underlying inputs and 
assumptions are provided below: 

# Assumption (Model 
reference) KPMG comment LBS Action LBS Response KPMG Final Comments 

Project timeline 
1 Project Life: 26 years 

P&L worksheet: Row 3 
The P&L worksheet reflects a project life 
of 26 annual periods, with construction 
costs assumed to be incurred over a two 
annual periods and operational revenues 
and costs running for 25 annual periods. 
The second annual period modelled 
within the P&L worksheet, 2017, includes 
both capital expenditure and operational 
cash flows (revenue and costs).  
Our understanding is that the construction 
costs reflected in the HEB Model, only 
relate to Phase 1 of the wider SDEN 
development, being the main pipework 
from the heat source (LFG/ERF) through 
to the Felnex development. Therefore we 
would assume that no heat would be 
capable of being sold to customers until 
the full completion of the construction 
phase. 
The Model currently assumes that the 
retail customer and the first tranche of 
residential units all come online at the 
start of the second annual period (2017), 
forecasting a full 12 months’ worth of 
revenue (and cost) for the period. This 
assumption appears to be at odds with 
construction expenditure still be incurred 
in the same annual period. 
Where revenues (and costs) are 
anticipated to start part way through an 
annual period, we would expect to see 
these pro-rated accordingly to reflect that 
the heat network would have only been 

Please confirm the following: 
- The construction timeline 

(start/length/end) 
- The operations timeline 

(start/length/end); and 
- That this is therefore 

reflected appropriately in 
the Model, and the phase 
of such cash flows. 

The HEB Model assumed that 
Year 0 (2016) all construction 
would take place but that in 
year 1 (2017) there would be a 
balance of construction costs 
(due to timing of payments 
etc..) to pay but the first group 
of dwellings would be on line 
for that full year. 
 
With the information known at 
that time it was a best estimate. 
 
However, to be fair even 
adjusting for part year 
operation, the only impact on 
the HEB model would have 
been a small reduction in part 
of the year 1 revenues and 
operating costs to reflect those 
dwellings which did not come 
fully on line in that first year. 
This would have had a minor 
impact on the IRR. 
 
For the final model the start up 
assumptions (Construction 
costs, revenues and operating 
costs will be clearly shown) so 
any questions over this issue 
are removed. 

Change: 
We note the model has been 
updated so that the 
construction period begins in 
2017 and finishes in 2018. 
Revenue and operating costs 
are assumed to occur from 
2017 onwards, albeit as 
highlighted in 1.1.9, subject to 
an adjusted build out profile. 
We would recommend for the 
final version of the model that 
relevant dates are updated to 
align to the final programme 
dates. 
Item raised in summary 
findings and recommendations 
as a potential change. 
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# Assumption (Model 
reference) KPMG comment LBS Action LBS Response KPMG Final Comments 

available to transfer and sell heat once 
the construction was complete. 
The implication of this change could 
negatively impact the forecasted IRR 
position, as forecasted revenue will be 
delayed until later periods. 

2 ERF commencement 
date: 2028 
Energy Flows: Row 17 

The Model currently assumes that heat 
will initially be supplied from the existing 
LFG engines, and through to the end of 
their useful life, which we understand to 
be 2028. Thereafter, the Model assumes 
that heat is then supplied by the ERF. 
Our understanding is that the ERF will be 
capable of exporting heat to the network 
from 2020 onwards, however the Model 
assumes that heat will be supplied from 
the LFG instead, as the commercial terms 
agreed for the purchase of the heat from 
the LFG engines, in comparison to the 
ERF, is economically favourable to the 
Project to do so. 
The implication of assuming that heat is 
supplied right up to the point that the 
existing LFG assets reach the end of their 
useful economic life, is that this reflects 
the “best case” for the Project in terms of 
economics. A risk exists that the LFG 
engines indeed come to the end of their 
useful life before 2028, thereby requiring 
the Project to purchase heat at a more 
expensive rate from the ERF, than 
originally forecasted. This would 
adversely impact both the IRR and 
forecasted cumulative cash generated by 
the Project. 

Please confirm that LBS are 
aware of the risk to the Project 
and associated economics, by 
assuming heat will be supplied 
right up to the point the LFG 
engines reach the end of their 
expected useful life in 2028. 
We would recommend that LBS 
undertake sensitivity analysis to 
quantify the impact of heat 
being supplied by the ERF 
earlier in the Project life and 
consider the contractual 
protections they have in place 
to ensure the LGF engines can 
be utilised for as long as 
possible up to the expected 
2028 UEL 

Yes we are aware of this risk, 
however the contract with 
Viridor has penalties if this heat 
is not available. In practice: 
 

i. The final model will have 
an earlier LFG termination 
date of 2024 and this will 
automatically flow through 
the model 

ii. Although this is a Phase 1 
model, the fact that this 
model can work with the 
total fixed charge for the 
Viridor ERF heat will mean 
that any future connection 
will only be required to 
meet the ERF variable 
charge of 0.18 p/kWh (plus 
ERF non availability top up 
gas) which is a significant 
benefit which is unique to 
this project. 

Carried forward to future 
iteration of the financial 
model 
Row 40 of the P&L worksheet 
shows the cost of the ERF 
commencing 2025. This 
appears to be a slightly 
different assumption to the 
assumption driving the model 
in Row 28 of the Change Log 
to HEB & Energy Flow 
worksheet, which states the 
ERF commences in 2024. 
Furthermore, as discussed 
above, an element of revenue 
is being recognised for those 
residential units constructed in 
2017 and 2018. However, the 
P&L does not reflect any cost 
incurred to purchase the heat 
from Viridor, this does not 
commence until 2019. We note 
the previous version of the 
model assumed that this cost 
was incurred from the start of 
the project. 
Item raised in summary 
findings and recommendations 
as a potential change. 

CAPEX 
3 Payment programme: 

Capital expenditure is 
assumed to be incurred 
over two annual periods, 

The Model assumes that all capital 
expenditure is incurred on the first day of 
an annual period. The implications of this 
assumption is that the Model then 

Please confirm that you are 
aware of the implications of 
applying this assumption (i.e. 
impact on interest expense) 

We are aware of this and 
thought this was a prudent 
approach. However, as per 
earlier comments a detailed 

Cleared 
Cleared on basis of LBS 
response. 
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# Assumption (Model 
reference) KPMG comment LBS Action LBS Response KPMG Final Comments 

split 60% in the first 
annual period and the 
remaining 40% in the 
second annual period. 
Total Capital Costs 
worksheet: Range 
E21:E22 

calculates interest on amounts drawn 
from this same point in time. We note that 
this is a prudent assumption, as the 
Model is potentially forecasting a greater 
interest expense than what will be 
incurred in reality, if construction 
payments are spread across an annual 
period, or paid on a milestone basis. 

and that it is therefore as 
intended. 

early years plan will be shown 
in the final model, although the 
construction period is only 
expected to be 9 months. In 
reality the loan finance from 
LBS will be drawn as and when 
required to minimise any cost 
of carry. 
 
 
 
 

4 Construction Inflation: 
None 
P&L worksheet: Row 130 

The Model currently applies no indexation 
to capital expenditure payments. Should 
inflation be applicable to construction 
prices, in the context of not being 
budgeted for, it could create a potential 
cash shortfall during construction, thereby 
requiring LBS to contribute additional 
funds to what was originally budgeted for. 

Please confirm that all 
construction contracts to be 
entered into by the Project, will 
be on a fixed price basis i.e. the 
contract prices will not be 
subject to inflation adjustments 
once executed, and so 
eliminates this risk. 

Yes all construction costs are 
on a fixed price basis. There 
will be an indexation of 
construction costs compared to 
those as tendered, but that will 
be included and is due to the 
efflux of time between the 
tender returns and award of 
contract. The final fixed 
construction costs will be 
updated within the next redraft 
of the financial model. 

Cleared 
We note Capex costs for the 
project have been updated, 
including an adjustment for 
indexation to Eneteq costs. No 
other costs are indexed. 
Cleared on basis of LBS 
response. 

Inflation 
5 Price Base Date: 2014 

prices 
Indexation worksheet: 
Range F9:F16 

All prices (revenue and costs) within the 
Model are assumed to be 2014 prices, 
that is, the first indexation uplift occurs in 
2015. However, the Indexation worksheet 
cell H8, could be interpreted as 2016 
being year “0” and therefore 2016 prices. 
The implication on the Model and the 
Project, should prices be based on 2016 
prices, is that all income and expenses 
will have been artificially inflated for an 
additional two years of indexation – 
therefore overstating both the IRR and 
forecasted cumulative cash position. 
Based on a high-level estimation, 
adjusting the price base date to 2016 

Please confirm that all prices 
received to-date and therefore 
input into the Model are 
reflective of 2014 prices. If so, 
we would recommend including 
inputs to reflect adjustments for 
actual inflation to-date (where 
available), before reverting to 
long-term forecast 
assumptions. 
Alternatively, if the final inputs 
(based on the contracts 
procured) are to be based on a 
different price base date i.e. 
2016 prices, please confirm 

All inputs to the final model will 
be based dated 2017, i.e. final 
heat tariffs and tendered 
operating costs and capital 
costs so any variation 
highlighted here will be 
removed.  
 
There is no error in the model 
submitted to HEB as indexation 
took place from 2014. The 
issue of -2, -1 and 0, years was 
only added to the HEB model 
because of the period (at that 
time) between when the project 

Cleared 
Price base date has been 
updated to 2017. 
Cleared on basis of LBS 
response. 
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results in a reduction of the IRR to 8.40% 
and the forecasted cumulative cash 
balance of £1.092m. 

that the updated Model will be 
updated accordingly to reflect 
these positions. 

was being analysed and 
actually starting. As this gap 
has now closed up all negative 
years and the zero year will be 
removed. Especially as 
Barratt’s are expecting SDEN 
to meter and bill customers in 
2017.  

6 Long-term forecast 
inflation assumption: 

— Variable heat tariff 
revenue (Residential 
& Non-Residential) 
3.00% 
Indexation worksheet: 
Cell D3 

— Fixed heat tariff 
revenue (Residential 
& Non-Residential) 
2.00% 
Indexation worksheet: 
Cell D6 

— Connection charge 
revenue none 
P&L worksheet: Row 
107 

— Variable cost heat 
from ERF 2.00% 
Indexation worksheet: 
Cell D4 

— All other variable 
costs 3.00% 
Indexation worksheet: 
Cell D5 

— All fixed costs 2.00% 
Indexation worksheet: 
Cell D7 

Revenues (with the exception of 
connection charges) and operating costs 
are all assumed to be indexed annually at 
either 2.00% or 3.00%. 
The Model does not currently stipulate 
what the basis is for indexing each of 
these individual items i.e. is the specific 
tariff/cost going to be contractually linked 
to CPI or RPI, or is the tariff/cost 
assumed to increase in line with 
something else, for example gas prices. 
In terms of long-term inflation forecast 
assumptions, typically we see the 
following long-term inflation assumptions 
applied in similar energy related projects: 

— CPI: Range of 2.00% to 2.20% 

— RPI in the range of 2.50% to 3.00%. 
As projects of this nature are generally 
net cash generative in real terms, higher 
inflation assumptions have the implication 
of increasing the forecasted net cash 
generated in nominal terms of the Project, 
and thereby the IRR as well. Conversely, 
lower long-term inflation assumptions will 
reduce the forecasted position in nominal 
terms. 
Of particular note in this Model, is the 
assumption that the heat purchased from 
Viridor ERF will be indexed by 2.00% - in 
the context that all other variable costs 
are assumed to be indexed by 3.00%. 
This has the effect of increasing the 

Please confirm for each of the 
individual revenue and cost 
items, which are contractually 
going to be linked to increases 
in indices such as CPI/RPI, and 
which won’t, but are expected 
to increase in nominal terms 
over the course of the Project 
in line with something else i.e. 
gas prices. 
Please confirm the basis for 
assuming a long-term 
assumptions of 2.00% for the 
heat purchased from the Viridor 
ERF, when all other variable 
costs are assumed to increase 
at 3.00% per annum in nominal 
terms. 

When the HEB model was 
created none of this detail was 
known and therefore some 
basic gross indexation 
assumptions were made. It is 
noted that the Viridor variable 
costs increase by 1% less than 
all other variable revenues and 
costs in this mode. However, 
as these costs are so small 
(zero or minimal heat purchase 
tariff) this will not have a 
material impact. 
 
Now that final tariffs and 
indexation mechanisms are 
known indexation will be 
applied on a line item basis in 
the final model.  

Cleared 
All variable revenue and costs 
have been updated to 3.0% 
indexation and fixed revenues 
and costs updated to 1.8% 
indexation. 
KPMG understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS based on their response 
and therefore cleared. 
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reference) KPMG comment LBS Action LBS Response KPMG Final Comments 

forecasted nominal profit margin of the 
Project. 

Revenue 
7 Residential heat demand 

4,400 kWh 
Building Data worksheet: 
Range I5,I7:I10 
 
Residential heat tariff 
14.16 p/kWh, split as: 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range 
D6,D8:D11 

— Fixed heat tariff 
£249.19 (2014 prices) 
per annum per 
dwelling 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range 
L6,L8:L11 

— Variable heat tariff 
8.50 p/kWh (2014 
prices) per dwelling 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range 
P6,P8:P11 

 

The all in (variable + fixed) residential 
heat tariff is currently assumed to be 
14.16 p/kWh in 2014 prices. A key 
assumption in arriving at this figure, is the 
assumed level of heat demand per 
dwelling – currently assumed to be 
4,400kWh. 
A key risk to the project is the level of that 
heat demand, which will be influenced in 
part by the type of housing being installed 
on the site, its usage and energy 
efficiency factor. The model sets the heat 
tariff based on this demand data and so 
the reasonableness of the heat demand 
level being 4,400kWh as the base case 
needs to be considered to provide 
comfort of the base case IRR and 
cumulative cashflow surplus being 
reported. 
A potential sensitivity to perform, to 
quantify the impact of the Project’s 
position, is to “fix” the tariff at 14.16 
p/kWH and sensitise the level of heat 
consumption. NB: the way the Model is 
currently configured, the sensitivity would 
not flow through correctly as the 4,400 
kWh consumption is linked through to the 
tariff calculation – please refer to Section 
A1.5 Sensitivity #2 for further information 
regarding this point. 

Please confirm that LBS are 
comfortable with the assumed 
level of heat consumption of 
4,400 kWh per dwelling per 
year, and that they understand 
the risk to the Project (and 
therefore their financial return) 
of lower than forecasted heat 
consumption. 

Yes we are very aware of the 
sensitivity of varying the 
consumption and heat prices. 
Hence the sensitivity analysis 
on this in the HEB paper. 
 
In the final model it is already 
planned to reduce the dwelling 
consumption by circa 1,000 
kWh (to reflect best available 
data on consumption) and the 
actual agreed tariffs used. 
 
Within the final model 
sensitivity analysis will show 
the potential impact of reduced 
demand. This is a lot of work I 
don’t have time for and to be 
fair the consumption will be so 
low that it will not drop 
further.er 
 

Cleared 
We note the average heat 
consumption per dwelling, fixed 
and variable tariffs have all 
been updated in the model. 
KPMG understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS based on their response 
and therefore cleared. 
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reference) KPMG comment LBS Action LBS Response KPMG Final Comments 

8 Non-Residential heat 
demand 110 kWh/m2 
Building Data worksheet: 
Range I6 
 
Non-Residential heat tariff 
6.24 p/kWh, split as: 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range D7 

— Fixed heat tariff 
£4,941.70 (2014 
prices) per annum 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range L7 

— Variable heat tariff 
3.74 p/kWh (2014 
prices) 
Revenues and Tariffs 
worksheet: Range P7 

 

The all in (variable + fixed) non-
residential heat tariff is currently assumed 
to be 6.24 p/kWh in 2014 prices. 
Due to the commercial and confidential 
nature of non-residential heat tariffs, we 
are unable to provide any benchmark 
against of projects of this nature. 

No action. Noted, however it is felt that 
this tariff may be slightly high 
and will be reduced in the final 
model 

Cleared 
Commercial revenue has now 
been split into Care Home 
revenue and Lidl revenue. 
Care Home heat volume 
consumption is based on the 
assumption that there will be 
12,000kWh used per unit, with 
there being 80 units. 
Lidl heat volume consumption 
is based on 55kWh/m² and 
there being 1800m². 
The price per kWh for commercial 
customers is assumed to be 
5.5p/kWh. This is split across 60% 
variable revenue and 40% fixed 
revenue. 
 
KPMG understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS. 

9 Connection charge 
revenue: 

— Residential £1,400 
(2014 prices) per 
dwelling 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D35 

— Non-residential £150 
kW (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D36 

 

The residential connection charge is 
currently assumed to be £1,400 (2014 
prices) per dwelling, payable by the 
developer of the Felnex site. This level of 
connection charge for residential 
dwellings is greater than what we have 
seen on similar projects, however we 
acknowledge that this is also reflected in 
the fact that the comparable projects do 
not generate the same level of return as 
currently forecasted by this Project. 
Furthermore, as the connection charge is 
payable by the developer and not the end 
customer, it is ultimately subject to what 
can be commercially agreed between 
both parties and “largely is, what it is”. 
The non-residential customer is charged 
a connection charge of £150 per kW, 
which based on an assumed demand of 

Please confirm whether the 
non-residential charge will be 
an agreed price fixed price and 
therefore not subject to change, 
or will the charge continue to 
be based on an assumed level 
of demand at the point of 
connecting to the network? 
Please confirm whether the 
connection charges will be 
2014 prices subject to adjust 
for indexation, or fixed in 
nominal terms? 
Further to our previous 
recommendation regarding the 
incorporation of a balance 
sheet within the Model (Section 
A1.2 Ref#1), a balance sheet 
would clearly show users the 

The final agreed connection 
charge of £600k will be used in 
the final model, simply paid on 
a proportioned basis as 
dwellings connect.  
 
See earlier comments re 
balance sheet. 
 
 
LBS will consider showing the 
balance sheet position for the 
company as suggested. 

Change: 
Connection charge revenue 
has been updated to a total of 
£600,000. This is based on a 
connection charge of £750 per 
dwelling. 
We note that connection 
charge revenue is no longer 
levied upon non-residential 
customers. 
KPMG understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS. 
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198 kW, equates to a connection charge 
of £29,700 currently assumed in the 
Model. As the connection charge is based 
on an assumed level of demand, subject 
to the final contractual position agreed, 
the Project is exposed to a potential risk 
where the assumed level of demand used 
to determine the connection charge is 
disputed by the retail customer and 
therefore the Project receives a reduced 
connection charge when compared to the 
base case. 
The Model assumes that the cash receipt 
for the connection charge is received in 
the year a given property is connected to 
the heat network. From an accounting 
perspective, the Model amortises the 
connection charge on a straight-line basis 
through the profit & loss over a 25 year 
period. As the Project is modelled over a 
26 year life, some of the connection 
charge revenue doesn’t hit the profit & 
loss, as it is to be recognised beyond 
year 25. It is for this reason that the total 
connection charge revenue booked 
through the profit and loss is £1,002,700 
and the total cash receipt is £1,044,700. 
This discrepancy does not impact either 
the IRR or forecasted cumulative cash 
position of the Project, as both 
calculations are driven by cash receipts 
and not accounting profits. 

full accounting treatment of the 
connection charge revenue, 
with the unamortised portion of 
connection revenue recognised 
on the balance sheet. Again, 
this would provide a more 
accurate picture of the 
forecasted position of the 
standalone entity. 

10 Renewable Heat 
Incentive: 

— Tariff rate 2.00 p/kWh 
(2014 prices)  
RHI worksheet: Row 
10 

— % of qualifying heat 
50%  

A RHI tariff rate of 2.00 p/kWh in 2014 
prices is currently assumed in the Model, 
which once adjusted for indexation in the 
Model, the 2016 price equivalent tariff is 
2.12 p/kWh. The current applicable RHI 
(assuming the non-domestic large 
commercial biomass, 1MWth and above 
rate) is 2.05 p/kWh as at 1st January 2017 
prices. The impact of this assumption is 
that forecasted RHI revenue available for 

Please confirm the current RHI 
tariff assumption is as intended, 
or will be updated to reflect the 
current published rate by 
OFGEM. 
Please confirm the Project’s 
strategy for managing the risk 
of tariff degression between 

We recognise that there will 
always be a risk in a future 
degression or even removal of 
the RHI (which even in the final 
model we do not project will 
start to be received until the 
mid 2020’s) hence the HEB 
sensitivity analysis which 
removes this revenue. 

Carried forward to future 
iteration of the financial 
model 
We note whilst the assumption 
remains within the model, the 
RHI revenue calculation no 
longer takes into account the 
“eligible” amount of heat for 
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RHI worksheet: Row 
11 

— SDEN share of RHI 
revenue 50% 
RHI worksheet: Cell 
C2 

 

sharing is overstated by 0.07 p/kWh in 
real terms, which flows through to both 
the IRR and forecasted cumulative cash. 
Furthermore, RHI tariffs are subject to 
ongoing quarterly degression, depending 
on the level of technology deployment. 
Therefore, the tariff currently available to 
generators, may not be reflective of what 
is secured at the point of full accreditation 
i.e. when the ERF starts exporting heat. 
We typically see projects eligible for RHI 
in future years, allowing for a level of 
degression in the tariff as to not overstate 
the base case level of RHI income. A risk 
exists that the tariff secured by the ERF is 
lower than the Model currently assumes. 
The Model assumes that 50% of the heat 
generated by the ERF will be eligible for 
the RHI, which is linked to the assumed 
biomass content of the waste processed 
by the ERF. A long term assumption of 
50% is generally accepted for forecasting 
the eligible amount of heat generated for 
the purposes of calculating the RHI. The 
level of biomass content will be measured 
in reality and used to determine the 
amount of heat generated for the purpose 
of calculating the RHI, therefore LBS 
should be aware the level of RHI may 
fluctuate and differ from the assumed 
50% level. 
The Model assumes that of the gross RHI 
revenue generated by the ERF, the 
Project will be eligible to receive 50% - 
which we understand is a commercially 
agreed position with Viridor. 
We would highlight that Viridor as 
contractor under the South London Waste 
Partnership (“SLWP”), Beddington ERF 
PPP may be required to share any 
additional third party income generated 
when compared to the Base Case, under 

now and the ERF receiving full 
accreditation. 
Please confirm whether LBS 
has considered the implications 
of RHI revenue generated by 
the ERF being subject to third 
party income sharing provisions 
under the Project Agreement 
with the SLWP, and therefore 
the potential to receive lower 
than anticipated RHI income 
has been considered as part of 
the commercial agreement. 

 
In the final model this can also 
be switched off to analyse the 
impact.  
 
However, this only considers 
downsides to the model. It is 
important to note that this is 
only a Phase 1 model and 
there is already one major 
consumer with whom SDEN 
has reached HOT’s outside of 
Felnex, so these additional 
upsides, whilst cannot be 
included in this Phase 1 model, 
should be kept in mind when 
reviewing the potential 
reduction of a RHI revenue 
which is not expected to start 
until the mid 2020’s. 
 
The contract has been 
approved by the SLWP, so any 
terms for benefit sharing are 
agreed by SLWP  

RHI (previously 50% of total 
heat generated). 
This has the potential impact of 
overstating RHI revenues (in 
real terms) of c.£430k over the 
life of the project. 
Item raised in summary 
findings and recommendations 
as a potential change. 
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the Project Agreement with SLWP. The 
implication of this, is that the forecasted 
levels of RHI income available for sharing 
to the Project, may be reduced when 
compared to the current Model 
assumptions should these provisions 
apply to the Viridor ERF. However the 
implications of this may be considered 
already within that commercially agreed 
position with Viridor, which we are not 
privy to. 

Expenses  
11 Heat purchase: 

— LFG fixed payment – 
£12,420 (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D9 

— LFG variable payment 
– n/a 

— ERF fixed payment – 
£63,000 (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D11 

— ERF variable payment 
(up to 7MWth)– 0.118 
p/kWh 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D13 

The Project will purchase heat from the 
LFG engines from Viridor for a fixed 
annual payment of £12,420 (2014 prices). 
There will be no variable charge for the 
level of heat purchased. 
The Project will then purchase heat from 
the ERF from Viridor, for a fixed annual of 
£63,000 (2014 prices), and an additional 
0.118 p/kWh for any heat purchased up 
to 7MWth. 
Due to the commercial and confidential 
nature of heat supply agreements, we are 
unable to provide any benchmark against 
of projects of this nature. 

 

No action. 
 

Noted the final agreed tariffs 
will be insert in the model LFG 
– £12,000 and 0 p/kWh 
ERF - £60,000 and 0.18 p/kWh 
and 1.125 p/kWh 

Cleared 
Cleared on basis of LBS 
response. 

12 Energy costs 

— Electricity – 10.00 
p/kWh (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D8 

— Gas – 2.81 p/kWh 
(2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D7 

The Project requires electricity to power 
the energy centre, and gas for the back-
up boilers. The forecasted cost per unit of 
consumption assumed in the Model is 10 
p/kWh (2014 prices) and 2.81 p/kWh 
(2014 prices) respectively.  
Non-residential electricity and gas tariffs 
are agreed on a site by site basis, 
therefore we are unable to comment on 
the reasonableness of the assumptions. 

Please confirm the basis for the 
energy cost assumptions i.e. 
are these based on quotes 
from a utility provider, 
 

These were based on typical 
prices seen for these types of 
supplies at that time. However, 
they will be updated for the final 
model. 
 
Note: gas and electricity prices 
have fallen since this model. 

Cleared 
We note electricity price has 
been updated to 9.00p/kWh 
(2017 prices) and gas price has 
been updated to 2.30p/kWh 
(2017 prices). 
 
KPMG understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS and therefore cleared. 
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—  We would however note, the assumptions 
are broadly in line with similar projects 
and DECC databases. 
We would expect LBS to have had 
dialogue with their existing utility provider 
as to the likely tariff they will be charged 
for the energy costs. 

13 Climate Change Levy 

— Electricity 0.541 
p/kWh (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D5 

— Gas 0.188 p/kWh 
(2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D6 

 

The existing Climate Change Levy 
(“CCL”) rates are based on 2014-2015 
tariffs. The current rates applicable from 1 
April 2017 are 0.568 p/kWh and 0.198 
p/kWh respectively for Electricity and 
Gas. 
These set to increase with published 
rates of 0.847 p/kWh for electricity and 
0.339 p/kWh for gas from 1 April 2019 
onwards. A risk exists that the forecasted 
CCL cost to the Project is currently 
understated based on current CCL rates, 
when compared to those assumed in the 
Model. 

Please confirm whether the 
CCL’s rates will be updated for 
the latest rates published by 
the Government? 

Yes, latest CCL tariffs will be 
used.  It is important to note 
that when comments are made 
that the “CCL charge may be 
understated”, that the total CCL 
charge for both gas and 
electricity is only circa £2,000 
per annum. Therefore, even 
these increases will add less 
than £2k per year to the model. 

Change: 
We note the CCL rates (elec 
and gas) have been updated 
per rates published by the 
Government. KPMG 
understands that these 
assumptions are acceptable to 
LBS and therefore cleared. 

14 Sub-contractor costs 

— Metering & Billing 
£86.45 per dwelling 
per annum (2014 
prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D14 

— HIU and secondary 
network O&M £25.65 
per dwelling per 
annum (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D15 

— O&M back up boilers 
£64,220 per annum 
(2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D16 

We understand that all sub-contractor 
costs have been subject to a competitive 
tender process, as part of the 
procurement of the Project. We have 
therefore not opined the suitably of sub-
contractor costs in the current Model, on 
the basis LBS have gone through a 
competitive procurement process to 
appoint the various sub-contract, and by 
virtue of this process, achieved 
competitive on market terms through 
competition. 

 

Please confirm the final Model 
will be updated to reflect the 
agreed prices (including price 
base date and indexation 
mechanisms). 
 

Yes final model will use as 
tendered costs and indexation 
mechanisms 

Cleared 
We note a number of changes 
have been made to the 
operating cost budget, which 
based on LBS response we 
understand to be acceptable to 
LBS and therefore cleared.  
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— Water Treatment & 
Testing £5,700 per 
annum (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D17 

— Provision for Parts 
£5,000 per annum 
(2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D19 

— LT Repair Boiler 
plant, pump, controls 
etc £12,686 per 
annum (2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D20 

— LT Repair Network 
£10,000 per annum 
(2014 prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D21 

— Overheads & Profit for 
Sub Contractor 15% 
of total sub-contractor 
costs 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D22 

15 Overheads 

— General Company 
Overheads 7% of 
fixed costs (excluding 
insurance & 
Depreciation) (2014 
prices) 
Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D25 

— Insurances 0.15% of 
total capex  

General Company Overheads are 
assumed to be 7.0% of the annual total 
fixed cost budget (excluding insurance 
and depreciation), and are budgeted to 
cover annual audit fees and contract 
management. Given the nature of the 
Project we assume LBS has undertaken 
an internal benchmarking exercise to 
assess whether this level of budgeting is 
appropriate for this Project and the roles 
to be performed as part of the contract 
management. 

No action. Noted and yes overhead will be 
reviewed in the final model 
for % and quanta. 

Cleared 
We note insurance has been 
updated, along with inclusion of 
a Network Rail fee, which 
based on LBS response we 
understand to be acceptable to 
LBS and therefore cleared. 
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Assumptions 
worksheet: Cell D26 

 
16 Depreciation 

— 25 year useful life – 
straight line method 
P&L worksheet: Row 
75 

A useful life of 25 years has been 
assumed for depreciation purposes, with 
depreciation of the assets commencing at 
the start of the third annual period in the 
Model. 
As depreciation isn’t assumed to start 
until the third annual period, the asset is 
not fully depreciated through the profit 
and loss in the Model. This particular 
point is also linked to the Project Timeline 
point raised above (2.4.2), where there 
appears to be a misalignment between 
the end of construction and the start of 
operations. Typically we would expect to 
see the asset commence being 
depreciated at the start of operating, not a 
year later. 
This does not impact the IRR or 
forecasted cash generated by the Project, 
as both have been reported on a pre-tax 
basis and depreciation is a non-cash 
accounting entry. However, in terms of 
general model integrity, we would 
generally expect to see the underlying 
asset of a project depreciated over the 
period modelled aligned with the 
commencement of the operations phase, 
and if not, an explanation as to why. 

Please align the start of 
depreciation within the Model to 
the start of the operations date. 

As noted this does not impact 
cash or IRR.  
 
Our thinking was that it would 
still be an asset under 
construction in Year 1 and then 
depreciation starts from Year 2. 
However as per comments 
above we will be refining these 
early years cash flows in the 
final model now we are much 
clearer on timing. 

Cleared 
Based on LBS response, point 
cleared. 

Other   
17 Bad debts 

— Assumption: Not 
currently applicable 
Model ref: not 
currently applicable 

Our understanding of the commercial 
construct of the Project is that collection 
risk will remain with the Project company. 
The Model does not currently assume 
any allowance for bad debts. Based on 
our experience with similar projects, 
which have also taken on collection risk, 

We would recommend LBS 
consider including an 
allowance for bad debts within 
the Model. 

We have had to offer a 
discount for DD’s to Barratt’s in 
line with their alternative E.ON 
offering. Therefore, we will 
assume that we offer this to all 
resident’s in place and also add 
a bad debt provision 
 

Cleared 
We note the model has been 
updated model includes a 
provision for bad debt of 1% of 
revenues received from 
dwellings. 
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we have seen an allowance for bad debts 
assumed in the base case model. 
The absence of an allowance for bad 
debts, potentially overstates the 
forecasted IRR and surplus cash to be 
generated by the Project, should any 
level of collection risk materialise in 
operations. 

KPGM understands this 
assumption is acceptable to 
LBS and therefore cleared.  

18 Business rates 

— Assumption: Not 
currently applicable 
Model ref: not 
currently applicable 

The model does not currently appear to 
include any allowance for business rates. 
Our experience with similar projects is 
that business rates are payable for 
projects of this nature, and therefore are 
reflected/budgeted for in the base case 
model. 
Any increase in the Project’s cost base, 
when compared to the current Model, will 
result in an erosion of not only the IRR 
and surplus cash flow forecasted, but 
may also place unforeseen pressure on 
the Project to service its debt obligations. 

Please confirm whether LBS 
has considered whether 
business rates will be levied on 
the Project company, and if not, 
the basis for not budgeting for 
such cost.  

Currently the model excludes 
Business Rates but provisional 
sum will be added into the final 
model  

Cleared 
We note the model now 
includes an allowance for 
Business Rates. 
 

Based on the above comments/findings, we would recommend LBS review and respond to the individual actions listed.
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A1.5 Tested the robustness of the financial model formulae 
In order to test the robustness of the Models formulae, we have sought to perform five key sensitivities which we would normally expect to see included in a suite of 
sensitivities for a project of this nature. 

Utilising “Delta” worksheets to compare the movement from the sensitised case to the base case position, we have then assessed whether the movement is in line 
with what we would anticipate/expect to see. The results of which, are summarised in the table below: 

# Sensitivity and model reference for input Findings 

1 Delay in connection of units 
Building Data worksheet: E5:F10 

By delaying the connection of all building phases by 12 months, we would expect to see all revenues and costs delayed 
12 months, thereby quantifying the potential cash shortfall faced by the Project in order to repay its loan obligations. Note 
we understand that Liquidated Damages will be payable for a delay scenario where the construction contractor is at fault, 
however the risk remains that dwellings are not occupied by tenants at the same rate assumed in the Model and therefore 
leaves the Project exposed to ramp up risk 
We have attempted to change the build out profile of connections coming online, by changing the heat supply date within 
the Building Data worksheet. However this change resulted in no change to any of the forecasted revenue and costs. This 
is not in line with what we would have expected to see reflected in the Model workings. 
The implication of this is that a user cannot assess the impact / quantify the risk exposure of a delay in the construction 
programme. 

2 Heat consumption falls by 10% across both 
Residential and Non-Residential Customers. 
Building Data worksheet: E5:F10 

By changing the assumed heat consumption by minus 10% across both residential and non-residential customers, we 
would expect to see a corresponding 10% drop in variable revenues, with no change to fixed revenues. 
The result of performing the sensitivity resulted in an average of a 4.26% reduction in real terms across the life of the 
Project for both residential and non-residential, variable and fixed income. 
This is not in line with what we would have expected to see, and appears to be a result of the way the heat assumption is 
not only used to calculate the projected revenue (Volume x Tariff), but also being used to calculate the tariff itself. 
The implication of this is that the Model cannot be simply tested to assess the impact of lower than expected 
consumptions levels, without intimately knowing the Model workings and how to change them. 

3 10% reduction in Residential and Non-
Residential tariffs 
Example Resi CBA worksheet: C37 
Retail WLC Heat worksheet: M37 

By reducing the heat tariff applied by 10% across both residential and non-residential customers, we would expect to see 
a 10% drop in both variable and fixed heat sale revenues (the change has been applied to the total tariff, not just the 
variable element). 
The result of performing the sensitivity results in an average of a 10% reduction in real terms across the life of the Project 
for both residential and non-residential heat sale incomes (variable and fixed). 
This is in line with what we would expect to see. No further comment.  

4 Sub-contractor fixed costs increase by 10% 
Assumptions worksheet: D14:D17,D19:D21 

By increasing sub-contractor fixed costs by 10%, we would expect to see a corresponding 10% increase in those cost 
items only. 
The result of performing the sensitivity was an average increase of 10% in real terms across all the cost applicable cost 
categories, and an 8.42% increase in General Company Overheads. 
With the exception of the increase in General Company overheads, this is in line with what we would expect to see and 
have no further comment on those items. 
Upon further investigation of the General Company Overhead movement, the reason was due to the General Company 
Overheads being assumed to be 7.00% of total Fixed Costs incurred– which also includes the EFW and LFG Fixed 
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Charge payments to Viridor (not sensitised as part of this exercise). Hence the reason why General Company Overheads 
did not increase by a full 10.0%. Based on this we have no further comment. 

5 Variable costs increase by 10% 
Assumptions worksheet: D5:D8,D13 

By increasing variable costs by 10%, we would expect to see a 10% increase in variable cost items only. 
The result of performing the sensitivity was an average increase of 10% in real terms across all the cost applicable cost 
categories. 
This is in line with what we would expect to see. No further comment. 

Based on the above findings, we would conclude the Model as currently constructed, does not facilitate the easy use of sensitivity analysis for several key 
sensitivities that we would expect to be assessed. Given the stage of the Project, we acknowledge re-building / configuring the Model to handle sensitivity analysis of 
this nature, may not be practical nor cost efficient to do so. We therefore would recommend that when performing sensitivities going forward, the results are carefully 
reviewed by the Model developer to ensure that they are comfortable that all items within the Model are moving as intended, before releasing results to stakeholders 
for decision making purposes. Furthermore, we would recommend including instructions within the Model as to how to perform the sensitivities, to minimise the risk 
of the user misinterpreting how to perform such analysis. 

In addition to the sensitivities already performed by LBS, as set out in the Model “Sensitivity Summary Sheet”, we would recommend LBS undertake sensitivity 
analysis to understand their potential risk exposure under the following scenarios: 

— Lower than expected heat consumption; and 

— Delay in build out / connection of units. 

Note we have not sensitised the impact of movements in interest rates, as we understand the assumed rate in the Model (6.00%) is fixed and represents both the 
underlying PWLB rate, and an additional margin to LBS. Therefore the interest rate risk is largely sitting at LBS level, not the Project level, with any movements in 
the underlying PWLB rate either increasing or decreasing the margin received by LBS. In order for the Project to be exposed to adverse interest rate movements, 
the PWLB rate would have to exceed the 6.00% level assumed in the current Model. As the Model forecasts a Project IRR of 9.04% on a pre-tax basis, there is a 
level of headroom within the existing Model to accommodate a level of interest rate risk above 6.00% (assuming all other things remain equal). However, LBS will 
need to consider as part of its financing strategy (if not already) how it will seek to manage this interest rate risk as borrower, i.e. will it borrow and drawdown PWLB 
upfront, or borrow and drawdown over the construction period.  
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A1.5 Overall accuracy assessment 
Our approach has been to develop an additional worksheet that is used to extract key assumptions, inputs and volumes, which are then used re-perform calculations 
of revenues and costs, and then cross compared against the outcome of the same calculations included within the Model. This worksheet is referred to as an 
“Extractor” worksheet, and has been provided for information purposes in Appendix 2. 

This reconciliation has been performed in real terms. The validation of the indexation assumptions and calculations have been covered in Sections A1.4 of this 
Report. 

The result of this reconciliation exercise has achieved an “OK” test result for all calculations re-performed, thereby confirming the accuracy of the calculations 
examined. However, we would highlight that the re-performance of calculations are based on current timing inputs and assumptions in the Model. As discussed in 
Section A1.3, we have identified a number of hardcoded values and general inflexibility in formulae, which should the Project dates/timeline be updated, the 
developer of the Model will need to ensure that a number of calculations are updated manually to reflect the revised timing assumptions, and avoid any errors. 
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Appendix 2 Output from the “Extractor” Sheet 
The purpose of the following page is to show the SDEN Model inputs reconcile to the “real” outputs present in the Model.



KPMG Databook Extractor (HEB)
Price Base Date: 2017
1st Indexation Date: 2018

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 Onwards TOTAL

Model Assumptions - All figures in real unless stated
Revenues

Variable Revenues
Heat Volumes (kWh) Tariff (p/kWh) Indexation Category

Total
Dwellings 250,000             728,000             1,364,000          2,034,000          2,572,000          3,024,000          3,200,000          3,200,000          3,200,000          3,200,000          3,200,000          3,200,000          5.80                                               Variable Revenues Indexation @ 3%
Care Home -                     -                     960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             960,000             5.50                                               Variable Revenues Indexation @ 3%
Lidl -                     -                     99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               99,000               5.50                                               Variable Revenues Indexation @ 3%
Demand considered Variable (if applicable)
Care Home -                     -                     576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             576,000             60.00% 60% of total heat sold @ Variable tariff
Lidl -                     -                     59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               59,400               60.00% 60% of total heat sold @ Variable tariff

RHI Volumes (kWh) Tariff (p/kWh) Indexation Category
RHI Revenues -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     4,280,870          4,815,979          4,815,979          4,815,979          4,815,979          4,815,979          0.50                                               Variable Revenues Indexation @ 3%

Fixed Revenues - Standing Charge
Heat (Residential) Number of Dwellings Each Dwelling (£/annum) Indexation Category

Dwellings 63                      182                    341                    509                    643                    756                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    330.00                                           Fixed Charge Indexation @ 1.8%
Direct Debit Discount 63                      182                    341                    509                    643                    756                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    31.50                                             Fixed Charge Indexation @ 1.8%

Heat (Non-Residential) Volumes (kWh) Tariff (p/kWh) Indexation Category
Care Home -                     -                     384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             384,000             5.50                                               Fixed Charge Indexation @ 1.8%
Lidl -                     -                     39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               39,600               5.50                                               Fixed Charge Indexation @ 1.8%

Revenues - Connection Charges Number of Dwellings Connection charge per dwelling Indexation Category
Connection Charges - Residential 125                    239                    443                    574                    712                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    £750 No Indexation

Demand (kW)
Connection Charges - Commercial

Operating Costs
Variable Costs Volumes (kWh) Tariff (p/kWh) Indexation Category

Heat from ERF -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     4,280,870          4,815,979          4,815,979          4,815,979          4,815,979          0.180 Variable Costs Viridor Indexation @ 3%
Gas into Boilers 371,369             291,066             374,497             479,388             567,867             669,940             718,559             1,305,143          652,572             652,572             652,572             652,572             2.30 Variable Costs Utilities Indexation @ 3%
Elec for EC Plant Operation 9,136                 35,801               92,126               117,924             137,584             154,101             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             9.00 Variable Costs Utilities Indexation @ 3%
Elec CCL for EC Plant Operation 9,136                 35,801               92,126               117,924             137,584             154,101             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             160,533             0.847 Variable Costs Utilities Indexation @ 3%
Gas CCL for EC Plant Operation 371,369             291,066             374,497             479,388             567,867             669,940             718,559             1,305,143          652,572             652,572             652,572             652,572             0.339 Variable Costs Utilities Indexation @ 3%

Fixed Costs - O&M # units Cost per unit per annum (£) Indexation Category
Primary Heating Network (LFG to EC) 0.0% 75.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% £14,017.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Energy Centre 0.0% 50.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% £51,010.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Primary Heating Network (EC to to Substations) (per   100                    100                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    300                    £5.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
 Substations (per substation) 1                        2                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        5                        £70.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Secondary Networks (per dwelling) 63                      182                    341                    509                    643                    756                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    £10.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
HIUs and Meters (per dwelling) 63                      182                    341                    509                    643                    756                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    800                    £106.00 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%

Fixed Costs - Excl )&M % of Annual
Billing from LBS 30.00% 55.00% 75.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% £20,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Water Treatment & Testing 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% £2,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
SDEN Admin Costs 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% £5,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Sycous 7.81% 22.75% 42.63% 63.56% 80.38% 94.50% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% £14,400 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Misc Costs 316.67% 400.00% 266.67% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% £3,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
EFW Fixed Charge Payment to Viridor -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     1                        1                        1                        1                        1                        £60,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
LFG Fixed Charge Payment to Viridor 1                        1                        1                        1                        1                        1                        1                        -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     £12,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%

Overheads % of Annual
General Company Overheads 7.00% Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8% % of fixed costs
Insurances 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% £1,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Network Rail Fee 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% £10,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Business Rates 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% £5,000 Fixed Costs Indexation @ 1.8%
Bad Debt 1.00% Fixed Charge Indexation @ 1.8%
Depreciation 25

CAPEX
Capital Costs for IRR Total Capex % of total capex Indexation Category

Capex in 2016 £752,121.39 28.85% No Indexation
Capex in 2017 £1,854,717.73 71.15% No Indexation

Check to model - Real Values 14

Revenues
Variable Revenues

Heat MODEL CHECK
Dwellings 14,500               42,224               79,112               117,972             149,176             175,392             185,600             185,600             185,600             185,600             185,600             185,600             4,104,776          OK
Care Home -                     -                     31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               31,680               728,640             OK
Lidl -                     -                     3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 3,267                 75,141               OK

RHI

RHI Revenues -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     21,404               24,080               24,080               24,080               24,080               24,080               454,842             CHECK

Fixed Revenues - Standing Charge
Heat (Residential)

Dwellings 20,625               60,060               112,530             167,805             212,190             249,480             264,000             264,000             264,000             264,000             264,000             264,000             5,838,690          OK
Direct Debt Discount 1,969-                 5,733-                 10,742-               16,018-               20,255-               23,814-               25,200-               25,200-               25,200-               25,200-               25,200-               25,200-               557,330-             OK

Heat (Non-Residential)
Care Home -                     -                     21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               21,120               485,760             OK
Lidl -                     -                     2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 2,178                 50,094               OK

Revenues - Connection Charges
Connection Charges - Residential 3,750                 7,170                 13,290               17,220               21,360               24,000               24,000               24,000               24,000               24,000               24,000               24,000               542,790             OK
Connection Charges - Commercial

Operating Costs
Variable Costs

Heat from ERF -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     7,706                 8,669                 8,669                 8,669                 8,669                 155,075             OK
Gas into Boilers 8,541                 6,695                 8,613                 11,026               13,061               15,409               16,527               30,018               15,009               15,009               15,009               15,009               365,046             OK
Elec for EC Plant Operation 822                    3,222                 8,291                 10,613               12,383               13,869               14,448               14,448               14,448               14,448               14,448               14,448               323,711             OK
Elec CCL for EC Plant Operation 52                      209                    780                    999                    1,165                 1,305                 1,360                 1,360                 1,360                 1,360                 1,360                 1,360                 30,345               OK CCL Rates profiled per Govt. publication before long-term assumption.
Gas CCL for EC Plant Operation 735                    591                    1,270                 1,625                 1,925                 2,271                 2,436                 4,424                 2,212                 2,212                 2,212                 2,212                 52,885               OK CCL Rates profiled per Govt. publication before long-term assumption.

Fixed Costs - O&M
Primary Heating Network (LFG to EC) -                     10,513               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               14,017               332,904             
Energy Centre -                     25,505               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               51,010               1,198,735          
Primary Heating Network (EC to to Substations) (per   500                    500                    1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 1,500                 35,500               
 Substations (per substation) 70                      140                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    350                    8,260                 
Secondary Networks (per dwelling) 625                    1,820                 3,410                 5,085                 6,430                 7,560                 8,000                 8,000                 8,000                 8,000                 8,000                 8,000                 176,930             
HIUs and Meters (per dwelling) 6,625                 19,292               36,146               53,901               68,158               80,136               84,800               84,800               84,800               84,800               84,800               84,800               1,875,458          
Total O&M 7,820                 57,770               106,433             125,863             141,465             154,573             159,677             159,677             159,677             159,677             159,677             159,677             3,627,787          OK

Fixed Costs - Excl )&M
Billing from LBS 6,000                 11,000               15,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               20,000               472,000             OK
Water Treatment & Testing 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 2,000                 50,000               OK
SDEN Admin Costs 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 125,000             OK
Sycous 1,125                 3,276                 6,138                 9,153                 11,574               13,608               14,400               14,400               14,400               14,400               14,400               14,400               318,474             OK
Misc Costs 9,500                 12,000               8,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 3,000                 95,500               OK

EFW Fixed Charge Payment to Viridor -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     60,000               60,000               60,000               60,000               60,000               1,080,000          CHECK

LFG Fixed Charge Payment to Viridor 12,000               12,000               12,000               12,000               12,000               12,000               12,000               -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     84,000               CHECK

Overheads
General Company Overheads 3,041                 7,213                 10,820               12,391               13,653               14,713               15,125               18,485               18,485               18,485               18,485               18,485               409,693             CHECK Difference driven by difference in Heat Purchases costs.
Insurances 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 1,000                 25,000               OK
Network Rail Fee 10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               10,000               250,000             OK
Business Rates -                     -                     5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 5,000                 115,000             OK
Bad Debt 351                    1,023                 1,916                 2,858                 3,614                 4,249                 4,496                 4,496                 4,496                 4,496                 4,496                 4,496                 99,435               OK
Depreciation

//END OF WORKSHEET//

RHI heat does not appear to be adjusted to 50% biomass content per 
previous model - refer to Summary findings.

Heat from ERF purchase does not commence until 2015, per inputs expect 
this to commence from 2024 onwards - please refer to summary findings.

LFG purchase does not commence until 2019, per inputs expect this to 
commence from 2017 onwards - please refer to summary findings.
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